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uture wireless communications systems will require data rates on the order
of 10 Gb/s and greater to support the increased desire for high-speed data
transfer for applications such as wireless personal area networking. Millimeterwave photonic systems represent a well-suited approach to such broadband
wireless communications because of the large bandwidths that can be supported,
the favorable propagation characteristics of millimeter-wave radiation, and the ability
to remote broadband signals over long distances in optical fiber. This article outlines
recent work on millimeter-wave photonic communications systems operating at 40 and
60 GHz, where data rates up to 3 Gb/s are demonstrated. Current research is being
conducted on the development of an 80-GHz system with the goal of achieving
10 Gb/s over distances of 100 m.

INTRODUCTION
The millimeter-wave (MMW) region of the electromagnetic spectrum refers to wavelengths on the order
of 1–10 mm, or the frequency range of 30–300 GHz.
MMW technologies have long been used for military
applications, such as radar and missile guidance,1 as
well as scientific purposes, such as radio astronomy
and spectroscopy.2 The MMW region has been receiving increased attention in recent years in part because
of the greater availability, improved performance, and
lower cost of components operating at MMW frequen-
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cies, leading to new developments and techniques for
transmitter and receiver subsystems. Additionally, the
Federal Communications Commission has recently
allocated various MMW bands up to 100 GHz for commercial use.3 In recent years, there has been a significant
increase in MMW applications such as security sensing,
medical imaging, and communications. In security sensing, the wavelength of the radiation is small enough to
provide high-resolution imaging for the detection of
contraband and explosives. Additionally, the propaga-
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tion loss through clothing materials is very low (on the
order of 1–2 dB at 250 GHz), allowing the detection of
concealed contraband.4
The focus of this article is MMW communications
using photonic signal generation, where the primary
benefit is the extremely wide bandwidth supported by
optical fiber, which can enable very high data rates relative to current technology, as compared with coaxial
cables or waveguides. Current wireless systems generally
operate at lower frequencies where components tend
to be less expensive; for example, WiFi (IEEE 802.11)compliant networks operate in the 2.4- to 2.5-GHz
band, whereas Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) cellular telephone systems operate below
2.0 GHz. However, at these frequencies, the bandwidth—and thus the supported data rate—is constrained compared with MMW frequencies. Future
wireless networking applications are expected to require
much greater bandwidth than is currently available at
these low carrier frequencies. IEEE recently defined
a high-bandwidth “wireless personal area network”
(WPAN) standard, IEEE802.15.3c,5 specifying wireless
data rates up to 5.28 Gb/s, operating on RF carrier frequencies of 58.3–64.8 GHz. In this article, we describe
photonic technologies developed at APL for use in
60-GHz WPAN and point-to-point communication
systems. The 60-GHz carrier signal is generated using a
dual-wavelength stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)
laser, and the baseband data are photonically upconverted to 60 GHz through photomixing. The MMW
signal is transmitted through free space using a MMW
transmitter and receiver.
One of the challenges of implementing communications systems in the MMW band is the generation of
good-quality carrier signals. Common electrical oscillators typically generate stable continuous-wave tones
with low phase noise at frequencies in the megahertz
range. Microwave signals can be generated from such
low-frequency oscillators by frequency multiplication;
however, the phase noise of the output frequency is
increased by 6 dB with every doubling in frequency, so
low-phase-noise MMW carriers are difficult to achieve
in this way. This implementation is also complicated
and can be costly. MMW oscillators such as impact
ionization avalanche transit-time (IMPATT) diode
oscillators can generate high-power tones at frequencies greater than 300 GHz; however, because of the
avalanche breakdown process required for signal generation the phase noise is very poor. Transferred electron
oscillators, such as Gunn diode oscillators (named after
John Battiscombe Gunn), can generate frequencies in
excess of 100 GHz, and although they display better
phase noise than IMPATT diode oscillators, their noise
performance is not as good as the potential noise performance of photonically generated signals. In addition to
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the phase noise benefits of photonic signal generation,
it is often desirable to feed the carrier signal to multiple remote locations—particularly for communications
applications, where the antenna may be well removed
from the user—but coaxial cable losses in the MMW
region can easily exceed a few decibels per meter for
cables of reasonable quality, severely limiting the remoting capabilities of coaxial cables.
In recent years, photonic techniques have emerged
that provide promising solutions to the problems
encountered in MMW electronic signal generation.
Single-sideband encoding of dual-wavelength lasers and
photomixing allow for direct upconversion of baseband
data onto the MMW carrier signal without the need for
local oscillators or frequency multiplication. The wavelength separation defines the MMW carrier and can be
set within the bandwidth of the optical components,
which can theoretically support frequencies in the hundreds of gigahertz. Additionally, the phase noise of the
photonically generated MMW carrier is independent
of frequency and depends only on the characteristics of
the laser.
In this article, we describe recent research that we
have conducted in MMW communications systems
using photonically generated carrier frequencies. We
first describe the dual-wavelength laser used to generate
the optical carriers and then discuss generation of the
MMW carrier via photomixing of the dual-wavelength
optical signals in the photodiode. We then describe the
single-sideband data-encoding method and two sets of
experiments conducted at 40 and 60 GHz.

PHOTONIC GENERATION OF MMW SIGNALS
There are a number of ways to produce electronic
frequencies using photonic generation, including photomixing,6 quantum cascade lasers,7 and laser pulse techniques.8 Of these, photomixing is capable of generating
continuous, stable, variable-frequency electronic signals.
In photomixing, two optical signals separated in (optical)
frequency by fRF are combined onto a high-speed photodiode. An electrical signal at the desired RF carrier frequency (fRF) is generated as the beat frequency between
the optical fields. The current in the photodiode is proportional to the incident electric field through
i ^ t h = E 2 ^ t h ,

(1)

where  is the photodiode responsivity. When the incident electric field has components at two frequencies,
the electric field can be given by
E ^ t h = A 1 cos ^2 f1 t h + A 2 cos ^2 f2 t +  h ,

(2)

where A is amplitude and  is a phase offset of the
second signal. The photodiode current is then
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+ A 1 A 2 cos 62 ^f1 – f2h t – @ + A 1 A 2 cos 62 ^f1 + f2h t + @

(3)

The double frequency terms (f1 + f2, 2f1, 2f2) are at optical frequencies and can be
ignored; the dc terms are not transmitted by the antenna and are likewise ignored,
leaving only the MMW term of interest
i^ t h = i 0 cos ^2p fRF t h ,

(4)

where fRF = f1 – f2. The responsivity and amplitudes have been folded into the peak
photocurrent i0, and  has been dropped because it represents an arbitrary phase
offset in Eq. 4.

MMW CARRIER SIGNAL GENERATION
In our method, the two optical signals that are mixed on the photodiode are
produced by a single fiber laser whose gain mechanism is SBS.9 This laser10–13 is
described in detail by Gross et al. in this issue. The laser is a simple fiber ring resonator with regularly spaced resonances. The resonances have a full width at half
maximum of 0.5 MHz, and the spacing of these resonances—the free spectral range
of the fiber ring resonator—is 10.3 MHz. The resonator is pumped at two simultaneously resonant optical frequencies by modulating a single starting wavelength to
generate a pair of sidebands that are resonant with the fiber ring resonator. Each
pump produces a gain band downshifted in frequency by the Brillouin shift, which
is 10.9 GHz for the selected fiber type and operating wavelength (~1550 nm). These
10
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Figure 1. Measured optical spectrum of the SBS laser.
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gain bands have a full width
at half maximum of ~15 MHz,
so at least one resonance
will fall under each band,
and each gain band yields
a lasing line at whichever
cavity resonance is nearest
its gain peak. Because SBS
is a back-scattering phenomenon, the lasing lines propagate in the direction opposite
the pumps, and they must be
separated from the pumps
with an optical circulator.
Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary laser output spectrum
with the two wavelengths
separated by 0.48 nm, or
60 GHz in frequency, as used
in our experiments.
The beat-note frequency
can be changed by tuning
one or both pump frequencies, so long as both pumps
remain resonant in the
cavity. Thus, the beat note
must be a multiple of the
free spectral range. Usefully,
the two pump lines can be
almost arbitrarily far apart;
we have demonstrated production of beat notes from
0.5 to 100 GHz, and higher
frequencies are possible
by using two independent
pump lasers (rather than a
single modulated pump laser)
and a higher-bandwidth
photodiode.
The properties of this
laser and its Brillouin gain
mechanism yield interesting and useful noise behavior.14, 15 First, because the two
lasing lines share a common
cavity, most of the environmental noise sources (e.g.,
thermal drift and acoustic
pickup) are canceled out
when the two modes are
photomixed. Second, each
gain band is completely
independent (because each
has an independent pump)
and supports one and only
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as two distinct signal amplitudes
readily distinguished by a thresholding operation. The amplitudes
may be shifted between a maximum amplitude, represented by 1,
and zero amplitude, represented
by 0; this shifting is referred to
as on–off keying. Multiple amplitude levels may be used to represent multiple digital bit streams,
thereby increasing the data
throughput without increasing
the signal bandwidth. Phase-shift
keying is an alternative method of
digital encoding that represents
digital signals as two different
phases of the carrier signal. The
two phases are generally spaced
Figure 2. Fiber-wireless communications system architecture, illustrating electrical-to180˚ apart so that mixing with
optical (EO) conversion, fiber uplink to the antenna, and optical-to-electrical (OE) convera continuous-wave signal of the
sion for free-space RF transmission.
same frequency will produce constructive and destructive interferone lasing mode (this is because of a phenomenon
ence, resulting in a binary signal that can be decoded
known in the laser physics field as homogeneous broadin the same manner as a simple amplitude-shift keying
ening16). These two facts in combination eliminate
signal. Multiple phase levels may also be encoded, repcompetition between the two lasing wavelengths, which
resenting multiple digital bit streams.
would otherwise generate noise in both frequency and
It was noted above that the fiber span from the EO
amplitude. Finally, note that the precise lasing frequento the remote antenna may be kilometers in length.
cies are determined by the positions of the resonances,
The primary limitation encountered when transporting
rather than the gain bands, because the gain bands are
broadband optical signals over long distances is chro~30-fold broader than the resonances. This fact strongly
matic dispersion:18 The index of refraction of silica optisuppresses any transfer of noise from the pump source to
cal fiber varies with optical frequency, which causes the
the lasing lines; we have shown suppression of ~18 dB.17
different frequency components comprising the encoded
signal to propagate at different velocities in the optical
fiber. Standard intensity modulation of a single optical
DATA ENCODING OF PHOTONIC-TO-MMW
wavelength with an RF signal will generate two opti-
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Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of a typical
fiber-wireless communications link. Photonic communication systems consist of an EO conversion, a length of
optical fiber to remote the signal, and an OE conversion.
The EO conversion imposes the RF signal of interest
onto an optical carrier for transport over optical fiber to
a desired location, which may be kilometers away. This
architecture exploits the high bandwidth and low loss
capabilities of optical fiber. At the remote antenna site,
an OE conversion is performed, extracting the RF information for transmission to the receiver. The RF information may be encoded onto the intensity, the phase, or
the frequency of a single-wavelength optical carrier, such
as the output of a laser, by using corresponding EO and
OE conversion technologies.
One of the simplest methods of digital data encoding
is amplitude-shift keying, which represents binary data

Figure 3. Diagram showing the single-sideband modulation
technique. The light blue lines represent the spectral location of
the optical tones at various points in the process and are separated by the desired MMW carrier frequency denoted by ΔfMMW.
The two carriers are initially demultiplexed and one is modulated
with the desired baseband data while the other is unaffected.
After multiplexing, the optical signal contains modulation on
one wavelength only. λ, wavelength; DMUX, demultiplexer;
MUX, multiplexer.
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signal; however, as noted in
Eq. 4, the phase of the unmodulated reference signal is arbitrary and thus does not affect
the generation of the MMW
signal at the photodiode.

Signal power (dBm)
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To demonstrate that our
system is robust against disper40
sion-induced fading, we measured the detected power of
the 60-GHz RF carrier while
varying the length of fiber in
the system. For comparison,
60
we repeated the experiment
for the case of a conventional
photonic link, using intensity
modulation of a single optical
193.9
193.95
194
194.05
f (THz)
carrier to generate the 60-GHz
signal. The results are shown
Figure 4. Measured optical spectrum with single-sideband modulation.
in Fig. 5, with our system performance shown in blue. The
conventional photonic link,
cal sidebands, each separated from the original source
shown in red, experiences a null in signal power at a
remoting distance of 1300 m. Shown in purple is the
wavelength by the RF carrier frequency. Because of
best fit to a raised cosine function, which characterdispersion, the two sidebands will experience a differizes the dispersive fading. As is seen from the data, the
ential time delay. Because the RF signal of interest is
interference pattern exhibits a horizontal offset of the
generated by photomixing of each sideband with the
peak normalized power, such that the peak occurs at
carrier, this time delay will cause periodic destructive
~370 m of remoting fiber rather than zero. This is due to
interference between the two mixing products. In the
chirp induced by the LiNbO3 modulator.19 By contrast
RF domain, this manifests as periodic fading of the RF
carrier as the fiber length is increased, placing limitations on the exact length of fiber that can be used for
5
a given application. In this research, the dispersion
0
problem is eliminated by using a dual-wavelength optical carrier and by encoding only one wavelength of the
5
optical signal with the baseband data to be transmitted;
10
this process is illustrated in Fig. 3. The two wavelengths
15
output by the dual-wavelength laser are demultiplexed
20
using an optical splitter and two optical filters. The EO
Double-sideband, 60 GHz
modulation is then performed on one of the individual
25
SBS, 60 GHz
wavelengths before the optical signals are recombined.
cos2(x  x0)
30
Figure 4 shows an example of the resulting optical spec35
trum of the recombined wavelengths; comparison with
40
Fig. 1 shows that the higher-optical-frequency tone is
0
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
carrying the encoded data. Because only one sideband
Filter remoting distance (m)
is modulated, the dispersion affects only the bandwidth
of the RF signal (in this example, ~2 GHz), rather than
Figure 5. Received power at the 60-GHz carrier as a function
the bandwidth of the optical signal (i.e., the separation
of fiber length for different carrier generation methods. Circles
of the two optical wavelengths, ~60 GHz). The optical
denote the conventional method of modulating a single-optical
signal is downconverted to MMW through photomixing
carrier, and squares denote our dual-wavelength generation
in the photodiode. The unmodulated optical wavelength
method. The dashed line is a raised cosine fit to the conventional
method data.
undergoes dispersion relative to the modulated optical
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Figure 6. (Upper) System block diagram of the 40-GHz transmitter. (Lower) System block
diagram of the 40-GHz receiver. DSO, digital sampling oscilloscope; λ, wavelength.

with the single-optical-carrier architecture, our SBSgenerated source does not suffer from signal fading due
to dispersion.

40-GHz TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT

posed on itself multiple times, and
the “opening” is smaller when
more errors are present in the
data. A standard measure of the
performance of a communication
system is the ratio of incorrect
bits received to the total number
of bits in a data stream, called the
bit error ratio (BER). Bit errors
can be caused by a number of factors, including system noise and
signal distortion. The wide opening of the eye in Fig. 7 is indicative of very low error rate; in this
series of experiments, error-free
(BER < 1  10 –12) transmission
was demonstrated over the short
free-space link.

60-GHz TRANSMISSION
EXPERIMENT

A primary focus of our research program has been
development of photonic technologies to support
WPAN applications, operating in the 54–64 GHz
frequency band. Figure 8 illustrates the 60-GHz communication system we have designed using the SBS
dual-wavelength laser as the MMW carrier generator,
consisting of a MMW photonic transmitter and a separate MMW receiver. For this system, binary-phase-shift
keying (BPSK) was used. Digital data were generated
by a pulse pattern generator and modulated onto one
of the demultiplexed optical sidebands using a phase
modulator, encoding the binary data values onto its

Our preliminary feasibility demonstrations of photonic data upconversion used the SBS laser with a wavelength separation of 40 GHz. For these experiments, the
data were encoded using an intensity modulator, which
encoded the baseband digital data onto both optical
carriers using on–off keying at a data rate of 1 Gb/s.
The architecture is shown in
Fig. 6. The photodiode output was
amplified with a 25-dB-gain lownoise amplifier and was transmitted over a distance of 2 m between
two 20-dBi horn antennas. The
received data signal was split with
a power divider. One branch was
input to a mixer while the other
went to a clock recovery circuit
which recovered the carrier tone.
The recovered carrier frequency is
input to the local oscillator port of
the mixer and is phase adjusted to
optimize downconversion of the
data to baseband.
The data were analyzed on an
oscilloscope; Fig. 7 shows an eye
diagram of typical received baseband data. The eye diagram shows Figure 7. Eye diagram of baseband BPSK data with 1-Gb/s data rate after free-space transthe time-domain signal superim- mission at 40 GHz over 2 m and demodulation.
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optical phase. The optical signals were then combined and
transported over optical fiber
(distances of up to ~1 km in
various configurations). At the
photodiode, the baseband data
signal is upconverted onto the
60-GHz carrier through photomixing—in effect, the optical
phase modulation is converted
to an equivalent modulation
of the phase of the RF carrier.
The MMW signal was amplified with a power amplifier with
22 dB of gain and transmitted to the receiver via a horn
antenna with a gain of 24 dBi.
The receiver consisted of an
identical horn antenna, followed by a 19-dB gain low-noise
amplifier. Because of the high
carrier frequency, and the BPSK
encoding, the receiver electronics diagram depicted in Fig. 8 is
necessarily more complex than
the corresponding diagram in
Fig. 6. The 60-GHz signal was
first downconverted to an intermediate frequency of ~6 GHz by
mixing the received signal with
a 56-GHz RF local oscillator
(generated by 4-fold frequency
multiplication of a 14-GHz reference oscillator). The intermediate frequency signal was then
mixed with the 6-GHz output
of a dielectric resonator oscillator to downconvert the data
to baseband. The phase error
between the intermediate frequency and the dielectric resonator oscillator is monitored
with a proportional-integraldifferential servo controller, the
output of which is used to close
the phase-locked loop on the
frequency of the 14-GHz reference oscillator. The baseband
data are recorded using either
a telecommunications bit-error
detector or a fast oscilloscope.
Initial experiments were
conducted to verify system
functionality and to explore
bandwidth limits. The transmit-
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Figure 8. (Upper) System block diagram of the 60-GHz transmitter. (Lower) System block
diagram of the 60-GHz receiver. λ, wavelength; ΦM, phase modulator; DMUX, demultiplexer;
DSO, digital sampling oscilloscope; EDFA, erbium doped fiber amplifier; MUX, multiplexer;
FL, fiber laser; LO, local oscillator; PC, polarization controller; PD, photodiode; PIC, proportional-integral controller; PPG, pulse pattern generator; VCO, voltage-controlled oscillator.
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Figure 9. Eye diagrams of baseband BPSK data with data rates of 1, 2, and 3 Gb/s after freespace transmission at 60 GHz over 1.65 m and demodulation.
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Figure 10. Measured BER for the 1.65-m link with a data rate of
1.65 Gb/s.

Figure 12. Measured BER for the 60-GHz hallway test with a data
rate of 1.65 Gb/s.

ter and receiver horns were placed 1.65 m apart, and the
baseband data were recorded on a LeCroy oscilloscope.
Figure 9 shows eye diagrams of the demodulated BSPK
data with data rates of 1, 2, and 3 Gb/s. Operation at
>3 Gb/s was limited by the bandwidth of the receiver
hardware. The clear openings in the eye diagrams of
Fig. 9 indicate low BER for each data rate. The BER was
measured on the communication system as a function
of received power by varying the amplification of the
photodiode signal. In Fig. 10, the log of the BER is plot-

ted against the received power. A BER of 10 –9 or less is
essentially error-free, while error-correcting codes can
be reliably used with BER up to ~5  10 –5 for common
code formats (or to >10 –3 for more modern codes). At the
lowest power level in this test, the BER was 4.9  10 –5,
whereas the highest power was error-free.
To characterize the performance over longer distances, the transmitter and receiver were separated by
distances up to 30 m in an indoor hallway. For these
tests, the transmitter used a 16-dBi gain circular horn
antenna with a beamwidth of approximately 30˚, while
the receiver used a 46-dBi reflector antenna with a 0.9˚
beamwidth. The transmitter photodiode, high-power
amplifier, and antenna were mounted to a tripod, and
the dual-wavelength optical signal was remoted to the
photodiode from a laboratory workbench over 100 ft of
optical fiber. The transmitter antenna was moved from a
range of 15 m to the receiver to a range of 30 m, transmitting a constant power of approximately 0 dBm. Figure 11
shows the receiver setup with the parabolic reflector
antenna. The measured BER is shown in Fig. 12, showing
the expected decrease in errors as the distance decreases
(note that the x axis plots the decreasing range), which
results in increased received power.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Figure 11. 60-GHz receiver setup for hallway testing.
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The communication system in this research was
developed to demonstrate photonic technologies
enabling very-high-bandwidth wireless data links for
moderate-length point-to-point and WPAN links operating in the 60-GHz frequency band. This frequency
coincides with a strong absorption feature of atmospheric
oxygen (O2) with peak attenuation of ~15 dB/km,20
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which limits the transmission distance of signals to a
few kilometers at most. Although such attenuation precludes long-distance transport, it can be used to great
advantage in systems utilizing frequency reuse. Because
of the limited transmission distance, the Federal Communications Commission has allocated this band
(57–64 GHz, specifically) for unlicensed use,3 opening
the potential commercial development of multi-gigabitper-second cellular networks (using kilometer-scale
cells) and WPANs (using room-size cells). The underlying physical layer distribution backbone for both types
of networks will certainly be based on optical signal
transport over optical fiber. The photonic signal generation technology developed in this research is ideally
suited to such systems.
Development of commercial WPAN and broadband
data networking in the 60-GHz band will impact military applications as well. The band is ideally suited for
short-range secure communications because the high
atmospheric absorption makes intercepting the wireless
signals impossible at longer ranges. This is especially
useful in situations requiring covert communications,
such as special-forces operations.21 High-gain phased
arrays at 60 GHz can be very compact because of the
short wavelength and can be made thin and conformal,
all of which are advantageous in a battlefield environment. These benefits could be potentially beneficial for
military soldier-to-soldier communications. With regard
to Navy applications, a fiber-distributed, star architecture
WPAN system, such as is enabled by our work, is particularly useful in a shipboard context: Compared with
copper-based physical layers, the required optical fiber
backbone would require little space, is impervious to electromagnetic interference, and can support multi-gigabitper-second data rates to numerous individual nodes (e.g.,
one per compartment) operating in the 60-GHz band.
Although this work has focused on 60 GHz for the
reasons noted above, the basic concepts are readily
transferred to other frequency bands. In particular, we
have demonstrated the capability of photonically generating RF frequencies up to 100 GHz. Higher-frequency
MMW bands have been allocated by the Federal
Communications Commission (at 71–76, 81–86, and
92–95 GHz) for potential development for broadband
wireless networking.3 Compared with 60 GHz, atmospheric attenuation at these higher frequencies is greatly
reduced (as low as ~0.2 dB/km at sea level, depending
on weather conditions), which makes it possible to
greatly expand the reach of a MMW link. Potential
military applications are numerous, including highbandwidth ship-to-ship communications, downlinking
of data from unmanned aerial vehicles, and very-highbandwidth satellite communications. We are actively
pursuing extension of the technologies discussed in this
article into this regime.
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